Although Bayesian density estimation using discrete mixtures has good performance in modest dimensions, there is a lack of statistical and computational scalability to high-dimensional multivariate cases. To combat the curse of dimensionality, it is necessary to assume the data are concentrated near a lower-dimensional subspace. However, Bayesian methods for learning this subspace along with the density of the data scale poorly computationally. To solve this problem, we propose an empirical Bayes approach, which estimates a multiscale dictionary using geometric multiresolution analysis in a first stage. We use this dictionary within a multiscale mixture model, which allows uncertainty in component allocation, mixture weights and scaling factors over a binary tree. A computational algorithm is proposed, which scales efficiently to massive dimensional problems. We provide some theoretical support for this geometric density estimation (GEODE) method, and illustrate the performance through simulated and real data examples.
Introduction
Let y i = (y i1 , . . . , y iD )
T , for i = 1, . . . , n, be a sample from an unknown distribution having support in a subset of D . We are interested in estimating its density when D is large, and the data have a lowdimensional structure with intrinsic dimension p such that p D. Kernel methods work well in low dimensions, but face challenges in scaling up to large D settings. In particular, optimally one would allow separate bandwidth parameters for the different variables to accommodate differing smoothness, but then there is the issue of how to choose the highdimensional vector of bandwidths or alternatively the kernel covariance matrix. Clearly, cross validation involves an intractable computation cost and plugging in arbitrary values is not recommended, since bandwidth choice fundamentally impacts performance (Liu et al., 2007) . Bayesian nonparametric models (Escobar and West, 1995; Rasmussen, 1999) provide an alternative approach for density estimation, specifying priors for the bandwidth parameters allowing adaptive estimation without cross-validation (Shen et al., 2013) . However, inference is prohibitively costly. To scale up nonparametric Bayes inference, one can potentially rely on maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation (Ghahramani et al., 1996) or variational Bayes (VB) (Ghahramani and Beal, 1999) . Issues with MAP include difficulties in efficient estimation in high-dimensions, with the EM algorithm tending to converge slowly to a local mode, and lack of characterization of uncertainty. Although VB provides an approximation to the full posterior instead of just the mode, it is well known that posterior uncertainty is substantially underestimated (Wang and Titterington, 2004) and in being implemented with EM, VB inherits the computational problems of MAP estimation.
Manifold learning methods (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Lawrence, 2005) provide computationally efficient and geometric-oriented dimension reduction, motivating an alternative way to characterize the density via a low-dimensional embedding. While most of these methods have focused on visualization, manifold Parzen windows (Vincent and Bengio, 2003 ) is a notable exception that has attempted to combine density estimation and manifold learning. The model applies dimension reduction and fits a Gaussian "pancake" to the neighbourhood area of each data point, integrating local geometric information into a kernel density estimator. However, overfitting might come in when every data point is associated, by the same weight, with a Gaussian. Moreover, the model can be sensitive to the prior choice of intrinsic dimension p, and only provides a point estimate. We addressed these problems by designing an empirical Bayes nonparametric density estimator based on a set of multiscale geometric dictionaries learned at a first stage. The proposed estimator combines density estimation and manifold learning, characterizes uncertainty, scales up to problems with massive dimensions and is capable of automatically learning the intrinsic dimension. The model is illustrated through simulated and real data examples.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Our geometric density estimation (GEODE), consisting of first stage dictionary learning followed by rapid Bayesian inference, is proposed in § 2. The performance of the proposed method is tested through simulation experiments in § 4 and real data applications to image inpainting data handwritten digit classification data in § 5. A discussion is reported in § 6.
Bayes dictionary learning in factor models
Assume y i ∼ N D (µ, Ω), with µ ∈ D a mean vector and Ω ∈ D×D a covariance matrix, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. An efficient approach to reduce dimension when D is large relies on the factor analytic decomposition Ω = ΛΛ T + σ 2 I, where Λ is a D × p matrix with p D. Carvalho et al. (2008) and Bhattacharya and Dunson (2011) (among many others) have successfully applied FA under the Bayesian paradigm while additionally assuming Λ sparse. The mixture of factor analyzers (MFA) model extends FA to be able to characterize non-Gaussian data. Bayesian MFA is straightforward to implement in small dimensional problems (Diebolt and Robert, 1994; Richardson and Green, 1997) , but faces problems in scaling beyond a few 100 dimensions.
To simplify computation, we propose an empirical Bayes approach that avoids directly placing priors on selected parameters in the factorizations via the use of multiscale dictionary learning.
Formulation
The MFA model is given by
where K is the number of components, µ k ∈ D is a mean vector and π k is the mixing weight for the kth component with K k=1 π k = 1. The intrinsic dimension p is not observable; we start with a guess d with Λ k a D × d matrix, for k = 1, . . . , K. Later we will discuss how we can efficiently learn p. MFA assumes the data are centered around multiple low-dimensional linear subspaces span(Λ k ), for k = 1, . . . , K. Let Φ k be a D × d matrix with column vectors being the basis for span(Λ k ).
For simplicity, we assume the column vectors of Φ k and the column vectors of Λ k are in same directions. Then the MFA model can be written as
where
If µ k and Φ k are fixed, the Bayesian learning in high dimensions is clearly greatly simplified, since instead of Λ k and µ k , only Σ k and σ 2 k , for k = 1, . . . , K, needs to be learned. However, this modification inherits from MFA the problem of choosing K and d, and relies heavily on the quality of the pre-learned dictionaries. To address the problem, we propose a multiscale mixture generalization based on a set of pre-learned multiscale dictionaries µ s,h , Φ s,h where (s, h) denotes the node index of a binary clustering tree. The dictionaries are obtained in a first stage using geometric multi-resolution analysis (GMRA) (Allard et al., 2012) , which is shown to be capable of providing high-quality basis vectors for local linear subspaces at different scales. We call this method the geometric density estimation (GEODE), which can be written as
The proposed method mixes flexibly across a binary tree, both across scales and within scales in a Bayesian manner and hence tends to better capture the nonlinear structure and be more resistant to over-fitting. Moreover, the method is capable of adaptively removing redundant dimensions and efficiently learning the true intrinsic dimension p. Both aspects will be demonstrated in more details later.
Borrowing the notations from Allard et al. (2012) , y i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are assumed to have support on (M, F, µ), where M ⊂ D , F is a σ-field defined on M and µ is a probability measure defined on F. With s = 0, . . . , ∞ denoting the scale index and h = 1, . . . , 2 s denoting the node index within scale s, the binary clustering tree is defined as follows. To learn the multiscale dictionaries, we implement the following three steps:
1. Obtain a binary clustering tree, Cell s,h for s = 0, . . . , ∞ and h = 1, . . . , 2 s using METIS (Karypis and Kumar, 1998) , with the proximity matrix computed using the approximate nearest neighbour (ANN) algorithm (Arya et al., 1998) .
2. Estimate a d-dimensional affine approximation in each dyadic cell Cell s,h using fast rank-d SVD (Rokhlin et al., 2009) , yielding a local dictionary associated to this cell, denoted Φ s,h .
3. Set µ s,h equal to the sample mean of Cell s,h .
To illustrate these three steps, a 4-level binary clustering tree of a synthetic parabola point cloud obtained using GMRA can be found in the appendix. The likelihood function for the general node (s, h) is
With basic linear algebra we can write (4) as
where A s,h,i =ỹ
s,h,i denoting its mth element. Details are reported in the appendix.
We first specify a prior for the "full" model where d = D. When p is small, which we expect provides a good approximation in many applications, the information contained in the last D − p columns of Φ s,h (columns of Φ s,h are ordered to be descending in their singular values) is negligible and treated as noise. We use a specially tailored prior that shrinks α 2 m to zero more aggressively as m grows; this reduces MSE by pulling the small signals towards zero. This is equivalent to shrinking u m increasingly for larger m. To accomplish this adaptive shrinkage, we propose a multiplicative exponential process prior that adapts the prior of Bhattacharya and Dunson (2011) , while placing an inverse-gamma prior on σ 2 s , for s = 0, . . . , ∞:
where τ s,h,k , for k = 1, . . . , d, are independent truncated exponential random variables, δ s,h,m and τ s,h,m are the global and the local shrinkage parameter for the mth column vector of Φ s,h , respectively. Since τ s,h,k ≥ 1 for k = 1, . . . , D, δ s,h,m = m k=1 τ s,h,k is increasing with respect to m. As a result, u s,h,m is stochastically approaching one since the truncated gamma density concentrates around one as δ s,h,m increases.
However, for large D it is wasteful to conduct computation for the full model, because as m increases u s,h,m is shrunk very strongly to one, and the excess dimensions are effectively discarded. Hence, we propose to truncate the model by setting u s,h,m = 1 (α 2 s,h,m = 0) for m > d, with d an upper bound on the number of factors. The following theorem shows that the approximation error of the truncated prior decreases exponentially in d. The proof is reported in the appendix.
).
We then finish the formulation of GEODE by choosing a prior for the multiscale mixing weights π s,h . This prior should be structured to allow adaptive learning of the appropriate tradeoff between coarse and fine scales. Heavily favoring coarse scales may lead to reduced variance but also high bias if the coarse scale approximation is not accurate. High weights on fine scales may lead to low bias but high variance due to limited sample size in each fine resolution component. With this motivation, Canale and Dunson (2014) proposed a multiresolution stick-breaking process generalizing usual "flat" stick-breaking (Sethuraman, 1994) . In particular, let
with S s,h denoting the probability that the observation stops at node (s, h) of a binary tree and R s,h denoting the probability that the observation moves down to the right from node (s, h) conditioning on not stopping at node (s, h). Hence
where g s,h,r = h/2 s−r denotes the ancestors of node (s, h) at scale r, T s,h,r = R r,g s,h,r if node (r + 1, g s,h,r+1 ) is the right daughter of node(r + 1, g s,h,r ) , otherwise T s,h,r = 1 − R r,g s,h,r . Canale and Dunson (2014) showed that ∞ s=0 2 s h=1 π s,h = 1 almost surely for any a S , b R > 0. This result makes the defined weights a proper set of multiscale mixing weights. As a S increases, finer scales are favored, resulting in a highly non-Gaussian density.
In practice, it is appealing to approximate the model by a finite-depth multiscale mixture. Let L denote this depth and let {π s,h } s≤L denote the truncated weights, which are identical to {π s,h } except that the stopping probabilities at scale L are set to be equal to one to ensure L s=1 2 s h=1π s,h = 1. The accuracy of the approximation is discussed in the following theorem. The proof is reported in the appendix.
denote the probability measures corresponding to density f (y i ) and f L (y i ). Then we have,
where d T V (P L , P ) denotes the total variation distance between P L (B) and P (B).
The above theorem indicates that the approximation error decays at an exponential rate.
Posterior Computation
The usual frequentist method of selecting an upperbound d thresholds the singular values, leading to substantial sensitivity to threshold choice. For large D, the upper bound d has to be chosen in advance so that fast rank-d SVD can be achieved (Rokhlin et al., 2009) . Typically, conservative choice for d is implemented in order to ensure d ≥ p, adding a burden to both computation and storage. We avoid this by automatically deleting redundant dictionary elements, and hence decreasing d, as computation proceeds. To this end we adopt an adaptive Gibbs sampler similar to that developed by Bhattacharya and Dunson (2011) . The adaptive Gibbs sampler randomly deletes redundant dimensions at tth iteration according to probability p(t) = exp(c 0 + c 1 t). The values of c 0 and c 1 are chosen to ensure frequent adaption at the beginning of the chain and an exponentially fast decay in frequency after that. We fix c 0 = −1, c 1 = −0.005 and tol = 10 −4 as default, where tol is a prespecified threshold.
Introduce the membership variables s i , h i , then the conditional posterior is given by
A multiscale slice sampler (Canale and Dunson, 2014) could save computation when L is large. The conditional posteriors of S s,h and R s,h are given by
where v s,h is the number of observations passing through node (s, h), n s,h is the number of observations stopping at node (s, h), and r s,h is the number of observations that continue to the right after passing through node (s, h). The slice sampler contributes to the computation by allowing the allocation to take place in a subset of all scales of the tree, which can be efficient when we have a deep tree structure. Let D s,h denote the set of deleted dimension indices (the deleted pool) of node (s, h) and R s,h denote the set of retained dimension indices (the remaining pool) of node (s, h). Combining all the techniques discussed above, the Bayesian GEODE algorithm can be summarized as follows
The first stage:
1. Compute a multiscale dictionary {Φ Φ Φ s,h , µ µ µ s,h } using GMRA and initialize the algorithm.
The second stage, iterate until the desired posterior sample size:
1. Update s i and h i for all i according to (9).
2. Update S s,h and R s,h for all s and h according to (10).
3. Update u s,h,m for all s, h and m according to
4. Update τ s,h,m for all s, h and m accord-
2 +b σ , C s denotes the set of observations stopping at scale s, and n s denotes the size of C s . The derivation of all the conditional posteriors can be found in the supplement. Through the paper, we fix a σ = 1/2, b σ = 1/2 and a = 0.05, and use the default parameters in the GMRA code provided by Allard et al. (2012) .
Missing Data Imputation
Bayesian models better utilize the partially observed data by probabilistically imputing the missing features based on its conditional posterior distribution. Notations y M and y O are introduced as the missing part and the observed part of y y y respectively. Similarly, slightly abusing the notations, let µ M and Φ M denote the missing parts of µ µ µ s,h and Φ Φ Φ s,h , and let µ O and Φ O denote the observed parts. The following proposition enables efficient sampling from the conditional posterior distribution p(y M |y O , Θ), where Θ denotes the all unknown parameters in the model. The computational analysis is provided in § 3 and simulation studies are provided in § 4.
), for i = 1, . . . , n. Then we have the conditional distribution with η i marginalized out equal (y i |Θ,
The proposition also provides an efficient way to predict multivariate response, which is applied to image inpainting in § 5.1. Proof is reported in the appendix.
Computational Aspects
When data are complete, the computational cost of our implementation of GMRA is O nD(log n + d 2 ) Figure 1 : Boxplot of the computational times of 100 replicate experiments at different ambient dimensions, with means jointed by segments.
( Allard et al., 2012) . The cost of computing the sufficient statistics
Hence the overall cost of the first stage is given by
which only increases linearly in D. Letting T be the total iteration number of the Gibbs sampler, the overall computational cost of the second stage is given by
which is independent of D.
When data has missing features, with Φ 
and the cost of the second stage is given by
where n m denotes the number of partial observations and M = max i=1,...,n m i .
The computation time of the complete case is reported in Figure 1 , where 100 random samples were generated by projecting a 3-D Swissroll into higher dimensional ambient spaces. d was set to be 10. The linearity in the first stage and the independence in the second stage with respect to D can be easily seen.
Differently from GEODE, traditional Bayesian MFA models have to learn and store the D×d factor loading matrices within each iteration in the MCMC, making both the computation and the storage daunting tasks when D is very large. Moreover, due to the reduced number of parameters and lower posterior dependence in these parameters, our Gibbs sampler for GEODE converges and mixes dramatically faster than MCMC algorithms for fully Bayesian MFA models. This reduces the number of samples needed; we run the sampler 1,000 iterations, with the first 500 as a burn-in. Experimental results show convergence typically occurs very fast.
Note that all data experiments in the paper were run in matlab version 2012a on a x86 64 linux machine with a 8 × 3.40 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 processor. Furthermore, note that our Gibbs sampler is written in matlab and hence the computing time of the second stage could be greatly reduced using lower level languages.
Simulation Studies
To demonstrate GEODE, several simulation studies were conducted. Our aim is to highlight several characteristics of the approach: the improved quality by mixing over different scales, the ability to learn the true intrinsic dimension or a tight upperbound, the ability to impute missing data and the accurate characterization of uncertainty. Through the simulation studies, d was set to be 10, providing an upper bound on the intrinsic dimension. The method is not sensitive to the choice of this upper bound.
Smoothness Adaptation
By mixing across different scales, GEODE is able to tradeoff between coarser scales and finer scales in a Bayesian manner adapting to the local smoothness. To see this, a multi-scale principal component regression (MPCR) based on GMRA is proposed and compared with GEODE. The MPCR, being a natural combination of GMRA and principal component regression (PCR), learns local regression coefficients by applying PCR to subsets of observations at each node within a specific level. The prediction is made by first assigning the data point to the node closest to this data point in terms of Euclidean distance to the center, and then predicting using the local regression coefficients. It is a natural comparison to GEODE since both use the same binary tree structure and the same multiscale dictionaries. MPCR predicts based on all the nodes within a specific scale while GEODE mixes over all scales. In the simulation study, 100 independent samples with 1100 observations were generated from a mixture of three Gaussians with D = 10000, whose intrinsic dimensions equal 3, 5 and 7 respectively. In each sample, 1000 observations were randomly selected to train the model, and the other 100 were used as test data.
One dimension of the test data is assumed to be missing and to be predicted. Performance of GEODE is compared with that of MPCR in terms of the mean square prediction error, which is shown in Figure 2 . The MSE curve of MPCR is u-shaped, indicating overfitting at fine scale. MDLR clearly outperforms MPCR even under ideal conditions for MPCR. This suggests that GEODE efficiently utilized the local smoothness information , while adaptively borrowing information across scales.
Intrinsic Dimension Learning
The adaptive Gibbs sampler automatically excludes unnecessary dimensions. The posterior mean inclusion probabilities are useful in estimating the true intrinsic dimension. These probabilities were computed un-der each simulation case, with results shown in Figure  3 . In the Gaussian mixture case, GEODE successfully learned the true p, with the redundant dimensions excluded with more than 70% probability, saving computation and storage. For the Swissroll example, GEODE instead provided a tight upperbound for the true p.
Regression With Missing Data
In this simulation study, 100 independent samples are generated from 9 different scenarios involving Gaussian or manifold (Swissroll) data, different ambient dimensions D and different intrinsic dimensions p. GEODE was compared with competing methods in regression problems either with or without missing data. Scenarios 1 -6 are linear Gaussian data and scenarios 7-9 are Swissroll data embedded in high dimensional ambient spaces. Simulation details are reported in the appendix.
For Gaussian data, our method is compared with elastic net (EN) and PCR. For Swissroll data, our method is compared with random forest (RF). To make the computation of PCR and RF feasible for our studies, fast rank-k SVD was applied in both cases. RF was applied after the data have been projected to a 10 dimensional space using fast SVD. As can be seen from Figure 5 , GEODE has a consistently better predictive accuracy than the competing methods. Moreover, GEODE successfully imputed the missing data while maintaining similar MSE in the presence of missing data, while methods that discard observations with missing data have clearly increased MSE. Empirical 95% coverages of intervals out of sample are presented in Figure 4 . As can be seen, GEODE only slightly underestimated uncertainty.
The results demonstrated the capability of the proposed method to properly characterize uncertainty and impute missing data, while maintaining computational efficiency and accurate predictions.
Application
GEODE is further demonstrated first in a multivariate response regression application and then in a supervised classification problem. In both applications, d = 20. Increasing d moderately had essentially no impact on the results.
Image Inpainting
The Frey faces data (Roweis et al., 2002) contains 1965 20 × 28 video frames of a single face with different expressions. Conducting the same experiment as done by Figure 4 : Boxplots of the empirical coverages of 100 replicate experiments, with fully observed datasets denoted by light grey and partially observed ones denoted by dark grey. Titsias and Lawrence (2010) , the data set is randomly split into 1000 training images and 965 testing images with a random half of the pixels missing. GEODE was trained for less than 2 minutes, and reconstruction (prediction) of all 965 testing images was done in less than 10 minutes. The mean absolute reconstruction error of GEODE is 7.04, which outperforms the error of 7.40 reported by Titsias and Lawrence (2010) . 10 randomly selected reconstructions are shown on the left in Figure 6 , with 4 manually designed missingness cases shown on the right. GEODE also outperforms the results shown by Adams et al. (2010) by looking at their visualized results. It is also noted that Adams et al. (2010) reported a few hours of computational time in reconstructing 100 images based on 1865 training images.
Digit Classification
GEODE was used as a probabilistic classifier for the MNIST handwritten data, which contains 70000 28 × 28 grey scale handwritten digits images. First, one GEODE was trained for each of the 10 digits over a total of 60000 training data for around 90 minutes. Then within each iteration of the Gibbs sampler, the 10 GEODE's worked in a Naive Bayes way and generated a likely class. The "voting" process took 7 minutes for 10000 testing images and the mode of these votes were computed as the classification results. The classification error was 2.32%.
Discussion
In many applications, high-dimensional data with unknown joint distribution are collected. Despite the dramatic importance of learning the joint distribution of such data, few probabilistic methods that scale well to high-dimension and provide an adequate characterization of uncertainty are available. Bayesian non- parametric methods based on mixtures of multivariate Gaussian kernels are widely used, but face major bottlenecks in scaling to higher dimensions. To tackle this problem, we proposed an empirical Bayes density estimator combining manifold learning and Bayesian nonparametric density estimation. One of the building blocks of our method focuses on single Gaussian factor decomposition in which variables are linearly related, showing excellent performance in scaling computationally and in generalization error, while providing a valid characterization of uncertainty in predictions. The other building block is a multiscale mixture generalization, which accommodates unknown density, nonlinear relationships and nonlinear subspaces. This approach showed excellent performance in inferring the subspace dimension, estimating the subspace, and characterizing the joint density of the data in the ambient space. The proposed methods are broadly applicable to many learning problems including regression or classification with missing features.
A Formulation
To illustrate the binary clustering tree, a 4-level binary clustering tree of a synthetic parabola point cloud obtained using GMRA can be found in Figure 7 .
The likelihood function of GEODE can be written as
which can be derived using the following two propositions.
, . . . ,
Proof. By the orthonormality of the dictionary, we have Φ T Φ = I d . And by the matrix inversion formula,
Under the same setting of Proposition 2, we have
Proof. By Theorem Schur's formula, (6) and (7) in the submitted paper. Let Proof. With a slight abuse of notation, we write u s,h,k as u and let
Since Ψ is orthonormal, we have ψ 2 i,j ≤ 1 for any i and j. Hence
For a fixed > 0, by Chebyshev's inequalities
By design we have u ∼ Ga (0,1) (A + 1, 1) and u and σ 2 s are conditionally independent, hence
Then we have
Let γ(s, x) = x 0 t s−1 e −t dt be the lower incomplete Gamma function. Note that,
where F (x; a, b) is the cdf of Ga(a, b) and lim a=∞ F (1; a, 1) = 0. Furthermore we have 
thus we have
Hence E[(
Based on this inequality, we have
D denote the probability measures corresponding to density f (y i ) and f L (y i ). Then we have,
Proof. The total variation distance is given by
B Posterior Conditional Derivation
Based on the likelihood function (A1), the derivation of conditional posterior of σ −2 s is given by
The derivation of conditional posterior of u s,h,m is given by
The derivation of conditional posterior of τ s,h,m is given by
Proof. The proposition can be easily proved using Bayes rule. The joint density of (y O , y M , η i |Θ) is given by
Hence the conditional density (y M |η i , y O , Θ, s i = s, h i = h) is given by 
D Simulation Studies
In the missing data imputation simulatoin study, we simulated 100 independent samples of size n = 600 from different scenarios as follows.
Scenario 1-6: Data y i , for i = 1, . . . , 600, were generated from N D (0, ΛΛ T + σ 2 I). Λ is a D × p matrix with each entry generated from N (0, 25) and 10σ 2 was generated from χ (1) . This scenario includes different cases where p ∈ {10, 50}, D ∈ {5000, 10000, 15000} and with or without a 20% missing data. We fixed the upper bound to d = 100.
Scenario 7-9: 3-D data η i , for i = 1, . . . , 600, were generated on the Swissroll with Gaussian noise distributed as N (0, 2.5×10 −5 ) along each dimension. Data y i , for i = 1, . . . , 600, were obtained by y i = Λη i where Λ were generated in the same way as in Scenario 1. This scenario includes different cases where D ∈ {5000, 10000, 15000} and with or without a 20% missing data. We fixed the upper bound to d = 10.
